Transfer Applicant Alternate Major Form  
University at Albany  
Office of Undergraduate Admissions  
1400 Washington Avenue  
Albany, New York 12222  
Fax: (518) 442-5383

Name: ___________________________________  Albany ID: ________________________

***This form may be completed online at albany.edu/admissions/altmajor

AVAILABLE MAJORS IN THE GENERAL PROGRAM FOR WHICH YOU ARE ELIGIBLE:

___Actuarial & Mathematical Sciences  ___History  
___Africana Studies  ___Human Biology  
___Anthropology  ___Informatics  
___Art  ___Japanese Studies  
___Art History  ___Journalism  
___Atmospheric Science  ___Latin American Studies  
___Biology  ___Linguistics  
___Chemistry  ___Mathematics  
___Chinese Studies  ___Medieval & Renaissance Studies  
___Communication & Rhetoric  ___Music  
___Computer Engineering  ___Philosophy  
___Computer Science  ___Physics  
___Computer Science & Applied Mathematics  ___Political Science  
___Documentary Studies  ___Psychology  
___East Asian Studies  ___Public Policy & Management  
___Economics  ___Religious Studies  
___Emergency Preparedness, Homeland Security  ___Sociology  
 & Cybersecurity  ___Spanish  
___English  ___Theatre  
___Environmental Science  ___Urban Studies & Planning  
___Geography  ___Women’s, Gender & Sexuality Studies  
___Globalization Studies

___I no longer wish to be considered for admission to UAlbany. Please withdraw my application.

SIGNATURE: ____________________________  DATE: ________________________

PLEASE NOTE: An admissions decision CANNOT be rendered without this form. Please complete and return immediately. Although you are not eligible for the major you originally chose, you may still have the option to pursue the minor. For a list of approved minors, visit albany.edu/undergraduate_bulletin/minors.html.